
The Hon Joe F ancis MLA

M nisterfor Emergency Se v ces; Correct ve Services
Small Bus ness Veterans

Our Ref:

Hon Liz Behjat MLC
Chairman

Standing Committee on Public Administration
Parliament House

PERTHWA6000

51-057.1

Dear Ms Behjat

Thank you forthe invitation to provide a written submission on the matters referred to
in the terms of reference for the inquiry into the transport of persons in custody in
Western Australia. Please find attached the Department of Corrective Services'
(the Departments') submission.

The Department continues to work closely with the service provider and relevant
agencies to ensure the safe and secure transport of persons in custody.

The Department is also concerned to ensure the contractual arrangements provide
value for money forthe Government. Following a recent review of the contract, the
Department will consider options to further improve contractual outcomes.
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The Commissioner for Corrective Services will be available to appear before the
Committee to assist its understanding of the Department's activities in this area.
Should you have any queries please contact Leigh Quealy on 9264 1903, or by
e-mail: leigh. quealy@correctiveservices. wagov. au

Yours sincerely

..

HON OE FRANCIS MLA

MIN TER FOR EMERGENCY SERVICES;
ORRECTIVE SERVICES; SMALL BUSINESS; VETERANS

Enc

,

3 0 MAR 2015

7th Floor, Dumas House, 2 Havelock Street, West Perth, Western Australia 6005
Telephone: +61 8 6552 6500 Facsimile: +61 8 6552 6501 Email: Minister. Francis@dpc. wa. gov. au
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INTRODUCTION

The transportation of persons in custody (PICS) is a significant and necessary
element in the management of prisoners and presents particular challenges.

There are a number of interfaces between courts and prisons, lock-ups and courts,
lock-ups and prisons, prisons and hospitals, prisons and medical clinics, prisons and

These include movements betweenfunerals, and interprison transfers.
metropolitan, regional and remote areas, at times requiring special transport
arrangements due to the distances involved. The movement of PICS is complex and
challenging.

The scope and scale of movements requires a high degree of coordination and a
sophisticated approach to logistics management.

It is made more complex given the number of government agencies and private
sector providers involved in the corrections and justice system.

Minimising risk and ensuring the safe, secure and appropriate treatment of those
being transported requires adherence to a comprehensive set of policies and
procedures. This requires a strong risk management framework.

Western Australia is not unique in the issues it faces in the transporting of PICS. The
Victorian AuditorGeneral's report entitled Prisoner Transportation published in 2014
highlight similar issues faced by that State.

In addition, the challenges presented by the movement of PICS will be faced by
whoever provides the service, whether they be in the public or private sectors.

The large volume of movements each year, and the nature of those movements,
present particular risks as they involve the management of those in custody in an
environment which is inherently less secure than prison.

This is evidenced by the factthat of the 56 of escapes overthe past six years, 12 of
these, or 21% of the total number of escapes, have occurred while PICS have been
outside the prison system (eight of these occurred in 2043-14).

This is unacceptable to the Department of Corrective Services (DCS) and it is
working closely with the service provider (Serco Australia Pty Ltd), Western
Australian Police (WAPOL) and the Department of the Attorney General(DotAG), to
improve performance, fundamentally safety of the community.
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DCS remains focussed on ensuring the safety of the community and the secure and
safe transport of those in custody.

A recently completed mid-term review of the Court Security and Custodial Services
contract identified areas for improvement and DCS will consider these and other
measures in the context of advising government on the future of the Court Security
and Custodial Services (CS&CS) contract.

MEASURESTOIMPROVEOVERSIGHTANDCOSTS

Oversight

Overall oversight is provided by the Office of the Inspector of Custodial Services
under powers given by the Inspector of Gustodial Services Act2003. The Office
aims to contribute to:

. improving public confidence in the justice system;

. reducing re-offending in WesternAustralia; and

. ensuring the justice system provides value for money.

The Office provides advice based on information gathered through inspections of
correctional facilities, thematic reviews, investigation of current/critical issues, and
from community stakeholders.

The CS&CS contract provides for certain governance arrangements to apply to the
contract and these are outlined later in this submission.

Revised governance arrangements

Three agencies, DCS, DotAG and WAPOL, receive services under the CS&CS
contract. This has led to complex governance arrangements resulting in issues
around coordination and communication between these agencies.

During 20.4, representatives from DCS, DotAG, WAPOL and the Department of
Treasury formed a Governance Working Group to explore ways of improving
governance arrangements. As a result, governance arrangements are being
reinvigorated by the creation of a Joint Management Group and a Directors General
Governance Group.

The Joint Management Group will comprise senior officers from DCS, Doti!\. G,
Treasury and WAPOL. These officers will have authority to make decisions on
operational matters and be responsible for:

. managing interagency operational matters;

. preparing advice regarding contractvariations;

. implementing internal frameworks to monitor usage of the Contract; and

. providing consolidated advice to the Directors General Governance Group.
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The Directors General Governance Group will comprise the Commissioners of DCS
and WAPOL, the Director General of DotAG and Under-Treasurer representation.

. It will be responsible for setting the strategic direction for the contract and
determining a consolidated position in communications with the contractor.

. The Directors General Governance Group will hold its initial meeting at the
end of April 2015.

Improved reportingmonitoring

The contractor implemented an electronic prisoner escort system (SERS) which
supports the management of PICS while they are under the contractor's care. SERS
receives automated transport requests from DCS's Total Offender Management
System which contributes to the efficient movement of PICS.

Costs saving measures

Increased use of video links to courts

DCS continues to focus on reducing unnecessary prisoner movements by collecting
data, identifying strategies and managing the effects of new processes employed in
this area. DCS has continued to promote the use of audio-visual!inks for court
appearances, in order to successfully reduce the number of prisoners transported
between regional and metropolitan locations.

Metropolitan inter-prison transit?rs

The contract provides for regular increases or decreases for contractualIy specified
service delivery to be reflected in specific price variations, without the need for a
formal contract variation. This allows the State to only receive the service required
and make price variations to reflect the change in service demand. The volume
band for metropolitan interprison transfers was reduced from two services a week to
one service per week. This took effect from I February 2045 and has resulted in a
monthly saving of $56,000.

Regional interprison transit^Is

Air charters are used for long distance movements, including interprison movements
between the southern and northern regions of the state. Strict security requirements
apply to moving PICS by air and this has cost implications. Review of these
movements has resulted in a higher utilisation rate of available seats, leading to
savings of up to $6,000 per movement.

BACKGROUND

History of contract

The Court Securtty and Gustodial Services Act 1999 (CS&CS Act) was enacted on
48 December 1999. The purpose of the CS&CS Act was to provide a unified
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statutory framework for the operation and provision of services, including court
security, court custody management, movement of PICS and lock-up management.

The CS&CS Act enabled the Government to outsource services by entering into
contracts with the private sector. Prior to this, WAPOL provided all court security
and custody services and also allock-up clearance and management services. The
then Ministry of Justice was responsible for all PICS transportation services.

Since the creation of DCS and DotAG, statutory responsibility forthe administration
of court security and custodial services rests with the Commissioner of Corrective
Services who is the Principal to the contract.

Since July 2000, court security and custodial services, including transport services,
have been contracted to an external service provider. This followed a detailed
procurement process which aimed to achieve an integrated, flexible and innovative
service, improved quality of service and improved cost effectiveness forthe delivery
of services. Consolidating responsibility for service delivery by a single service
provider was intended to provide a consistent and cohesive continuum of service to
minimise and potential points of breakdown and to allow for a multi-functional
workforce to achieve efficiencies through integration and economies of scale.

Corrections Corporation Australia (later Australian Integration Management
Services) was granted the initial contract for a period offive years, At the end of this
period, the contract was extended for a further three years,

In 2007, the contract was novated from Australian integration Management Services
to Global Solutions Limited (GSL) and the contract extended until 2011, GSL
subsequently changed its operating name to G4S Gustodial Services.

In 2010, the contract was publicly tendered and awarded to Serco Australia Pty Ltd
(Serco). G4S continued to provide services untilthe termination of the contract on
30 July 201, . In evaluating bids, an evaluation panel considered overall value for
money, taking into account qualitative and quantitative factors. Serco's bid price was
below the Public Sector Comparator.

The contract with Serco provides for an initial operating period of five years which
expires on 30 June 2016. DCS has the option of extending the contract up to a
maximum of a further five years, The contract requires DCS to notify Serco by
30 June 2015 should it intend to extend the contract beyond 30 June 2016.

Services procured under the contract

The provision of PICS movement services includes the transportation of these people
between police lock-ups, courts, court custody centres, prisons and reinand centres.

Other movements include PICS attending funerals, medical clinics and hospitals, or
other locations for approved purposes as determined by the client agencies. The
contractor is also required assist DCS with up to five scheduled hospital sits per day
which involve supervision of PICS who are admitted to hospital. Emergency visits to
hospital are managed by DCS and the Department of Health.
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The contractor is required to provide movement services in both metropolitan and
regional and remote areas, however it does not 'cover the field'. The following
movements are usually performed by either WAPOL or DCS staff

. young offenders who are subjectto the Young OffendersAct1994;

. transport of PICS from local police stations in regional and remote areas to
agreed 'hub'locations servicing those areas;

. medical escorts, funeral escorts and hospital sits for minimum security PICS
located at Kamet Prison, Wooroloo Prison and Boronia Pre-Release Centre
for Women;

. transport by ambulance of PICS requiring urgent medical treatment; and

. those PICS assessed by DCS as requiring movement by high security escort.

Governance and monitoring arrangements

Governance

The CS&CS contract provides for the establishment of the following governance
arrangements to provide management and oversight of the contract.

. Court Security and CustodialServices Board
o E. g. Egg^^.: To provide advice on strategic and policy issues affecting the

delivery of services.
o ^^^.^big: CEO or delegate of each of the client agencies and the

Contractor Representative, or more senior employee of the contractor.
o EL^: Quarterly

Strategic Planning Group
o E. !4:99^^.: To provide advice on strategic and policy issues affecting the

delivery of services.
o ^big: Heads of Jurisdiction for courts from DotAG and a

member nominated by the Commissioner ofWA Police. The contractor
will attend as required.

.

has not convened since the commencement of the contract. This

function will be undertaken by the Directors General Governance
Group.

Agency Consultative Committee

o Fre uenc of meetin s: As determined by the Principal. This group

.

o E. L!. EQ. 9^^: To assist the Contract Manager in improving and developing
the effective and efficient delivery of services and to communicate
changes to client agencies.

o ^big: Representatives from DotAG, WAPOL and the
contractor.

o E. L^: Monthly
Contract Management Group.

o E. ^. r^Q^^: To provide ongoing oversight of the performance of the
contract, including:

. Contractor performance against KPls and Specified Events;

. Service delivery statistics in the form required by the Contract
Manager;

. Critical and Major Incidents during the previous month and the
actions taken for each one;
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. Items of interest, newsworthy items and issues to be raised with,
or by, the Contract Manager; and

. Ongoing records and registers required for operational purposes
that must be certified on a periodic basis.

o M. ^^!p: Contract Manager, the contractor Representative
(Contractor Director), members of the contract management team and
contractor senior managers, as required, to address relevant agenda
items.

DOS ContractManagement Team

The DCS contract management team is responsible for managing the CS&CS
contract on a day to day basis, including responding to any significant issues of
non-compliance. The team maintains a compliance calendar which includes all
contractual requirements by function, contractreference, month due and which party
is responsible.

The compliance calendarincludes timeframes for:
. invoices receivaland payment;
. incidentreviews and abatements; and
. annual requirements such as Contractor Business Continuity Plan, Review of

Operating Instructions, Bank Guarantee and Indexation.

High LevelsecurttyPermits

All Serco officers who perform court security, court custody and transport services
are required to have a High Level Security Permit. These permits are issued by the
Commissioner under section 51 of the CS&CS Act.

DCS coordinates WAPOL, DCS disciplinary and TOMS checks prior to
recommending permits be issued to Serco officers

Monitoring Services

DCS undertakes ongoing monitoring of services provided by the contractor, by site
and against contractual service delivery requirements.

Allidentified issues are provided to the contractor on a weekly basis for response
and are also considered as part of the monthly review of incidents.

The frequency of test observations and issues of nori-compliance are provided to the
Board at each quarterly meeting.

o Fre uenc of meetin s: Monthly
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DATAONTHETRANSPORTOFPERSONSINCUSTODY

Movement Trends: 2008/09 to 20,3144

Over the period 2008/09 to 20/3/14 there has been an overall decrease in the
number of PICS movements, from 42,190 to 35,275. The most significant decrease
has been in the number of transfers to and from court.

The overallreduction in PICS movements has occurred againstthe backdrop of an
increasing adult prisoner population (from 4,419 in 2008/09 to 5,030 in 20/3/14).

It is difficult to compare relative changes in other types of movements overthe entire
period as there were changes to data collection and reporting when the new contact
was awarded in 2011.

Chart I: Movement of persons in custody 2008/09 to 20/3/14
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clearances also provided by WAPOL.

Q^^:
. Court to Prison - Movements of PICS who have attended court (from prison, police lock-up or a member

of public).
. Prison to Court - Movements of PICS from a prison to attend court.
. Funerals - Movements of PICS to attend a funeral.

. Medical Movements - Movements of PICS to and from a hospital for either scheduled or unscheduled
admissions; as well as scheduled and unscheduled medical appointments at a hospital or clinic.

. Lock-up Clearances - Movements of PICS being cleared from a designated lock-up.

. Visits to in Relatives - Movements of PICS to visit an mrelative.
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Table I provides data on movements by type of movement. For some movement
types, there is a break in the data after 2010/11 due to changes in data collection.

Table I: Movement of persons in custody 2008/09 to 20431,4
... .. . .*,..
- ' , .*',,

,,,-- *

COURTTO PRISON

PRISONTO COURT

LOCK-Up
CLEARANCES

I. ** .*,*t* ;,<*

INTER~PRISON
TRANSFERS

MEDICAL
MOVEMENTS

FUNERALS

.t2008109

VISITS

TOTALMOVEMENTS

16779

12218

Court to prison40rison to court

Since 2014/12 prison to court movements have decreased. The reduction in prison
to court movements can be attributed to the increased use of video-link facilities.

,2009/jin;

362

43697

8310

9595

.;20/10/1 ,

4059

In 2011/12 The percentage of adult offender warrants to attend court by video-link
increased from 60.7% in 201,112 to 68.8% in 20/3/14.

436

4/7

12330

45

6842

8161

Lockup clearances

Since July 2014 there has been a significant increase in lock-up clearances, from
5,745 in 2011/12 to 9,314 in 20/3/14. A key reason forthis increase was the change
in July 2011 which required designated lock-up hubs to be cleared within 24 hours
rather than 72 hours,

42190

4583

220

20,1112

485

6754

53

6624

8452

3569,

4867

5715

20,2113

4/4

6733

5370

62

8200

Data collection prior to 2014/12 is likely to have merged lock-up clearances and
court transfer data. Since then, clearer counting rules for court transfers and lock~up
clearances have resulted in a more accurate differentiation between court and

lock-up clearances. Prior to 2044/12 data was only able to be sourced from TOMS
which did not capture alllock-up clearances.

Inter-prison Transit^rs

32678

4758

20i'3114

8346

342

6450

51

6209

7774

3,139

5541

9314

219

43

6539

Between 2008/09 and 2011/12 there was a 35.4% decrease in the number of

interprison transfers.

3526,

5020

149

Since 2011/12 the number of interprison transfers has increased due to the
requirement to manage an increased prisoner population.

29

35275

Medical movements

While there has been some significant variability between years, there has been a
trend increase in the number of medical movements. Overthe period, the number of
movements has increased by 23.7%. This is likely to have been driven by increasing
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prisoner numbers population and an ageing prisoner population who will have
greater health services needs.

Funerals

Since 2040/11there has been a significant decrease in movements of PICS to attend
funerals. During 20/2/13, significant restrictions in regard to distance and limiting
relationships to those of direct immediate blood relationships in all but exceptional
circumstances, were imposed. However, the distance restrictions were removed
after a short period.

Visits

These services include visits to mrelatives and other approved escorts. This figure
has decreased 35.6% since 2008/09.

Movementservices 20.31,4

A total of 35,275 PICS were transported by various means (air, coach, secure
vehicle, or other vehicles) during the 20/3/14 service year. This is a slight increase
of 123 PICS, or 0.3% increase in movements on the previous year. This compares
with an increase of 1.6% overthe same period in the daily average adult prisoner
population.

Daily transfers to metropolitan courts and Saturday Magistrates Court continue to be
conducted by the contractor from the Perth Police Complex, with the addition of
Sunday Magistrates Courtwhich commenced on 6 July 2014.

Chart 2: Movement of persons in custody 20/3/14
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In addition, the provision of metropolitan and regional juvenile transport commenced
as an interim variation in October 2013 and within this service year accounted for
1,578movements of metropolitan and regional court movements, and regional
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Table 2: Movement of persons in custody 20/3/14
11:1;ServiC^S I I
Interprison
Transfers

Court to Prison

-'\' M!>veinents
6,539

Prison to Court

Medical

Appointments

6,450

,.* .. -

Funerals

Interprison movements include metropolitan to
regional and vice versa, and within regional areas
and the metropolitan area. Movements are
conducted by coach, air or secure vehicle. There
was an increase of 6.6% in movement of
risonersdurin 20/3/14.

DayAdmissions

7,774

.

4,471

.*
:;~*.,

Prison to

Hospital

Hospital to
Prison

Court to Prison movements have decreased by
4.4%.

Comments

149

141

Prison to Court movements have decreased by
4.5% during 20/3/14.

Lock-up
Clearance

(Metropolitan
and Regional)

medicalunscheduledandScheduled

appointments have decreased by 8.4% during
20/3/14.

,*.,,
, .,

197

---*.

Funeral movements have decreased by 43.3%
durin 2043/4.

211

These services are for prisoners who are
admitted to hospital for surgical or other
procedures. This figure indicates a 44.5%
decreasedunn 20/3/20,4.

9,314

Prison to Hospital movements have not changed
during 204 3/14.

Hospital to Prison movements have decreased by
12.8% durin 20/3/14

Visits

Using data provided by Serco, lock-up clearance
numbers have increased from the previous
service year by 11.6%.

For regional areas, this service clears PICS from
24 WA Police Hub locations to local regional
prisons. This service requires PICS to be cleared
within 24 hours' notice.

During this period lock-up clearances from
metropolitan areas for PICS were cleared from the
Perth Police Complex (Northbridge).

29

'1ncreases and decreases in percentages for Table 2 are calculated between the numbers provided
for each service in the 2042-2043 Annual Report and the numbers provided for service in the 2013-
2014 Annual Report. A small number of movements may have been facilitated by prisons.

These services include visits to in relatives and

other approved escorts. This figure has
decreased 25.6% dunn 2013/44.
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Financial implications 2011-, 2 to 2013-, 4

Table 3: Transport costs 2008/09 to 20/3/14
** ,..\

.' *

Total
Movements

*;,. 2008/09

Cost

$in

42,190

Change in
costs

%

,.. 20@91.0*

$121m

The annual cost of the current contract with Serco (see Table 3) which commenced
in inid-2012 increased due to the following factors"

. a requirement for all contract workers to be trained to a minimum level of
Certificate 111 and supervisors to Certificate N within 12 months of
commencing work in performing the services required under the contract.
Certificates 1/1 and N in Correctional Practice includes a requirement for CPR
currency - reskilling every 42 months (additional cost of over $1.0m p. a. );

. all contract workers are required to be qualified in Senior First Aid (or its
equivalent) and remain current in the qualification, with refresher/continuation
training to be completed by all contract workers alleast once each too years;

o prior to being provided with a permit to undertake High Level Security Work
the 'claimed competence provided by a contract worker must be validated' -
this requirement is met by the successful completion of a six week initial
training course provided by Serco which is a Registered Training
Organisation;

. the contractor is required to achieve certification under As/NZS
ISO900t:2008 Quality Management systems within 12 months of
commencement of services, and maintain this forthe duration of the operation
period;

. the contractor is required to have a secure escort vehicle replacement
strategy and not use a secure escort vehicle (chassis) older than five years, or
greater than the manufacturer's warranty period or a secure escort vehicle
pod older than ten years old (additional cost of over $2.0m p. a. );

. increased service requirements, including 24hr lock-up clearances, 100%
delivery of all services, expanded court security and custody services
(additional cost of around $4.8m p. a. ); and

. change in economic parameters in relation to inflation and wages growth
consistent with economic parameters set by Treasury (additional cost of over
$4 in p. a. ).

In 20/3/14 the cost of the contract in relation to the movement of PICS was $38.3m,
an increase of $6.2m, or 19%, overthe previous year. Most of the increase in costs

35,691

20/01, ,*,

$149m

32,678

120,1112
--.

+23%

$132m

31,139

*20/2/13

-,,%

$26.8m

35,261

+103%

20.31, :4;-

$321m

35,275

+20%

$38.3m

19%

Costimpacts are included where available. They are indicative and based on costs as estimated in
the period leading up to the awarding of the CS&CS contract to Serco.
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can be attributed to variations to the contract which saw the provision of additional
services.

. Expanded juvenile services at a cost of $3,265,982, comprising:
o from October 2013, Serco commenced, on an interim basis, the

state-wide provision of juvenile transport as well as custodial services
for the Perth Children's Court for an initial period of six months, which
was further extended on 14 April 2014 until such time DCS decide to
issue a termination notice. The contract expires three months after the
receipt of such a notice; and

o from June 2014, Serco commenced providing an expanded juvenile
service incorporating additional services for funeral escorts, medical
appointments, release to freedom transfers, and hospital sits. These
services were previously provided by DCS staff based at Banksia Hill
prison.

. The contract variation forthe temporary Kununurra Court forthe provision of
service for court custody, as well as transportation of PICS, was undertaken at
a cost of $1,274,197.

. From November 2043, commenced court security and custody services at the
new Kalgoorlie Courthouse at a cost of $504,149.

in addition, due to increased requests from WAPOL, there was an increase in the
volume of lock-up clearances in regional areas, contributing a further $4,333,195.

While contractual costs can be clearly identified, there are costs associated with
transporting PICS which extend beyond the contract and which are incurred across
the justice system. As noted earlier in this submission, some movements of PICS
are performed by WAPOL and DCS staff and these costs are unclear. DCS will be
undertaking further work to better understand the full cost of transporting PICS with a
viewto determining who is best placed to provide the service,

CONTRACTOR PERFORMANCE20,3114

The current contractincludes an abatement regime based on the contractor's service
delivery performance measured against key performance indicators. The contractor
is expected to deliver 100% of all services in accordance with the contracted service
requirements. The abatement regime applies if the contractor fails to deliver
services as required. The contractor can be charged a fixed abatement amount in
dollars, or by accumulating abatement points which are then converted into a dollar
amount which is calculated as a percentage of the monthly service fee. The precise
amount of the abatement depends on the type and severity of the failure.

During 20/3/14 there were seven significant incidents relating to escapes which
resulted in eight PICS escaping from the contractor's direct supervision. Two
escapees were apprehended by the contractor prior to leaving the facility and six
were subsequently apprehended by WAPOL. DCS has increased its focus on
reviewing and strengthening procedures relating to security and the use of restraints.

The following incidents (Table4) have been identified for abatement during the
reporting period.
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Table 4: Significant abatement incidents
;*

Escape of a secure person
from an unsecure
environment'

:.'In(;Iq^;tit '-"*
.,,...\- ... .. ~..,,...\- .. ..

Escape of a secure person
in custod

Serious failure to provide a
service

Unauthorised release of an

unsecure person In
custod

..
- ....

..,,,,.

Failure to provide a
service

During the period there were 453 late deliveries to court and late court clearances
which resulted in abatements totalling $98,000 being paid by the contractor. These
matters have been the subject of ongoing discussion between DCS, client agencies
and the contractor with ongoing oversight to resolve issues and reduce the impact on
the courts.

Number
..-*. ..

,** ,.:\,.-.* -',,,:.:

4

...,,

Based on reported incidents, it appears that there was only one instance where, out
of a total of 9,314 lock-up clearances, the clearance was not performed within the
required 24 hours,

If the contractor has breached an obligation specified in the contract, or has not
sustained any service element, this may lead to a Performance Improvement Notice
(PIN) being issued. This process is managed in a way that ensures a particular
performance issue is addressed and promptly remedied.

4

-*;:\.;:-Maximum:A^iatement
, . ~^;incident-1:1,

3

6

$33,156

There was one PIN issued in 20/3/14 relating to the provision of senior first aid
refreshertraining of contract workers within contractualIy specified time frames. The
contractor subsequently metthe requirements of the PIN.

$110,520

$55,260

$2,763

REVIEWOFTHECS&CSCONTRACT

Review of the Court Security and Custodial Services Contract by the
Department of Finance

$5,526

In response to several major incidents in early 2014, DCS commissioned the
Department of Finance to review the contract.

The review was primarily concerned with examining the appropriateness and
effectiveness of the contract, and identifying improvements to it.

Finance found that the contract is appropriate and reflective of the nature of the
services provided. It made a number of recommendations on how the contract could
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be improved, including a greater focus on value adding activities and improving
performance through incentives to innovate.

The recommendations are currently being considered in the context of a mid-term
review of the contract which concluded in December 20.4.

Mid-term review of the Court Security and Custodial Services Contract by EY
Australia

The operating period of the CS&CS contract expires in inid-2016. Under the
contract, DCS must advise the contractor of its intentions regarding the extension of
the contract by in Id-2015.

To aid decisions aboutthe future of the contract, in September 2014 DCS engaged
Emst and Young (EY) to undertake a mid-term review. The mid-term review
focussed on whether:

. the contract provides 'value for money'forthe Government;

. delivers its intended outcomes; and

. meets the needs of the Government.

While EY found that the contract largely delivered the intended outcomes and
represents value for money, it did make recommendations in relation to
improvements to the contract and the future of the contract.

The Finance and EY reviews will inform DCS's advice to the Government on the
future and form of the CS&CS contract.

CONCLUDING COMMENTS

While the transport of PICS is a necessary element in the effective functioning of the
justice system, it does present particular risks to those performing this function and
to the community generally.

DCS will continue to work with the service provider and relevant agencies to ensure
that these risks are minimised. The safety of the community through the secure and
safe transport of those in custody is paramount.

DCS is also committed to ensure that the Government receives value for money, in
terms of the highest quality service delivered at an appropriate cost.

These considerations will guide DCS's advice to the Government on the future
delivery of PICS transport services.
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